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ABSTRACT: The article presents the thematic scope related to the use of outsourcing in creating 
culture favorable to innovations in an organization. Opinions regarding the importance of innovations 
in an organization are presented in the first part ofthe article. Culture's importance in the situation of 
innovations in an organization has been specified. Opinions of selected researchers in the branch of 
organizational culture are also presented, especially in the aspect o'f employees' attitudes towards 
innovations in an organization. The second part of the article shows an interesting way of creating 
attitudes towards innovations, connected with the use of outsourcing, both among individua! 
employees and teams. Two types of outsourcing are suggested in the above article and these are: the 
Internet outsourcing and Business Process Outsourcing (BPO). Selected advantages of the use of 
outsourcing to create innovation behavior in an organization are discussed in the third part of the 
article. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Nowadays, one of the aspects of managing organizations-allow them to survive and develop in 
turbulent markets is the capability 11nd inclination to create and introduce innovations. 
The above statement is confirmed by the results ofthe survey put out.-by AMA and carried out by 
HRI (The AMA/HRI Survey) in November and December 2005 (more than two thirds out of 1356 
respondents said that innovations were extremely or highly important for their organizations) [6]. An 
innovative organization is not only capable to create, implement or diffuse innovations but also to 
accept innovations from the outside, its environment (clients, scientists, govemments, suppliers and 
even competitors can be the source ofnew solutions) [5]. 
Authors such as Achmed [!], Pheysey [1] and Robbins [11] show the key role of organizational 
culture supporting innovations as a specific code of communication among people. lt makes 
coordination and integration easier and motivates the members of an organization to create and 
commercialize innovations. According to Griffin organizational culture is a concept which cannot be 
defined, objectively measured or observed. 
r 2 CUL TURE DETERMINANTS 
The AMA/HRI Survey explicitly shows that the existence of culture which supports innovations 
is an important feature of an innovative organization. The main determinants of an organizational 
culture supporting innovations enlisted by respondents were: an attitude towards the client, 
cooperation, suitable resources (time and money), communication, ability to choose appropriate 
ideas, ability to identify creative employees and the autonomy in making decisions [6]. 
According to S. Thomke from Harvard Business School (Speeding Up Experiments, 2004) 
listening to clienťs' imagination can be of a great value. Actual and potential clients have been the 
source of ideas _conceming new solutions for a Jong time, however, nowadays organizations focus on
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